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This study focuses on the knowledge base that Swedish elementary student teachers demonstrate in their solutions for six routine fraction tasks. The paper investigates the student teachers’ common content knowledge of fractions and discusses the implications of the findings. Fraction knowledge that student teachers bring to teacher education has been rarely investigated in the Swedish context. Thus, this study broadens the international view in the field and gives an opportunity to see some worldwide similarities as well as national challenges in student teachers’ fraction knowledge. The findings in this study reveal uncertainty and wide differences between the student teachers when solving fraction tasks that they were already familiar with; two of the 59 participants solved correctly all tasks, whereas some of them gave only one or not any correct answer. Moreover, the data indicate general limitations in the participants’ basic knowledge in mathematics. For example, many of them make errors in using mathematical symbol writing and different representation forms, and they do not recognize unreasonable answers and incorrect statements. Some participants also seemed to guess at an algorithm to use when they did not remember or understand the correct solution method.
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1 Introduction

Teaching and learning of fractions has shown to be a challenging area in mathematics (e.g., Charalambous & Pitta-Pantazi, 2007; Cramer et al., 2002; Löwing, 2016; Ma, 2010; Newton, 2008). As Lamon (2007, p. 629) expresses, fractions like ratios and proportions are “the most protracted in terms of development, the most difficult to teach, the most mathematically complex, the most cognitively challenging, the most essential to success in higher mathematics and science.” Nevertheless, fractions are an essential part of school mathematics and an important part in the development of algebra and proportional reasoning. Elementary school students’ knowledge of fractions and division can even predict their algebraic skills and performance in mathematics several years later (Siegler et al., 2012).

A deep understanding of rational numbers requires knowledge of different fraction interpretations such as the operator model and linear models (see e.g.,
However, student teachers seem to favor the part-whole model that has traditionally been connected to fractions and taught in elementary schools, and they struggle with other fraction interpretations (Lamon, 2020; Olanoff et al., 2014). Developing skills with fractions also requires the ability to perform fraction operations and to build up some degree of fraction sense. According to Lamon,

This means that students should develop an intuition that helps them make appropriate connection, determine size, order, and equivalence, and judge whether answers are or are not reasonable. Such fluid and flexible thinking is just as important for teachers who need to distinguish appropriate student strategies from those based on faulty reasoning. (Lamon, 2020, p. 143)

In Sweden, the national curriculum for the compulsory school states the core content related to fractions first as parts of a whole and as parts of whole numbers, which should be compared and named as simple fractions in grades 1-3 (Skolverket, 2011). Further, in grades 4-6, the knowledge requirements include an understanding of rational numbers in fraction, decimal and percentage form. The main calculation methods for fractions are included in the curriculum for grades 7-9. Even though efforts have been made to improve learning results in mathematics, studies show that Swedish elementary school students still have deficiencies in fulfilling the above knowledge requirements (Löwing, 2016; Skolverket, 2016, 2019). Therefore, it is also important to focus on student teachers and to study their knowledge of fractions thoroughly.

Previous studies (e.g., Ma, 2010; Tirosh et al., 1998; Zhou et al., 2006) have shown the important role of teacher education in developing student teachers’ fraction knowledge and the need for further research and international comparisons in this topic (Olanoff et al., 2014). The present study is a part of a more comprehensive research project that seeks to respond the research needs in this field by expanding the view to the Swedish teacher education context. The aim of this paper is to investigate Swedish elementary student teachers’ common content knowledge (CCK) of fractions by analyzing errors and difficulties in their solutions for routine fraction tasks. The research question of this study is:

How is CCK reflected in student teachers’ fraction solutions and especially in their errors and difficulties with routine fraction tasks?
2 Previous research on student teachers’ fraction knowledge

A number of studies investigating different aspects of student teachers’ fraction knowledge have been published in mathematics education research. Olanoff et al. (2014) present a summary of 43 research articles focusing on student teachers’ mathematical content knowledge in the area of fractions. These studies conducted, e.g., in Australia, Taiwan, Turkey and in the USA between the years 1989 and 2013, show that student teachers’ fraction knowledge is relatively strong in performing fraction procedures. However, when including all basic operations of arithmetic and using basic fraction tasks that can be found in elementary school mathematics textbooks some studies also show limitations in student teachers’ knowledge of fraction operations (e.g., Newton, 2008; Young & Zientek, 2011).

For example, Newton (2008) identified several error patterns when studying elementary student teachers’ knowledge of routine fraction tasks in the USA. For addition, and especially when the denominators were different, the most common error was adding across numerators and denominators. In the subtraction of fractions, student teachers had difficulties changing forms, they subtracted across and left blank. In multiplication, they made whole-number errors with mixed numbers, cross-multiplied fractions instead of multiplying across, kept the common denominator in the answer, added numerators or denominators, and made errors in changing forms as well. Student teachers in Newton’s study were most uncertain about dividing fractions, and even more error patterns were found for that operation: (a) finding a common denominator and keeping it in the product, (b) leaving blank, (c) reciprocals, (d) flipping the dividend instead of the divisor, (e) making mistakes with whole number facts, (f) cross-dividing or cancelling, and (g) adding or subtracting numerators or denominators. Newton (2008) concluded that the most common error in the operations with the routine fraction tasks was keeping the denominator the same even though it was not suitable.

A few years later, Young and Zientek (2011) showed that student teachers’ competence vary by fraction operation; division and multiplication are the most difficult operations for student teachers. Moreover, student teachers’ knowledge of fraction operations was partly rule-based and, for example, they tended to overgeneralize the rule of converting fractions to have like denominators for multiplication as well. Many of the student teachers’ error patterns seemed to be based on incorrect memories of algorithms they had learned before which led them to inappropriate use of procedures; in some tasks they used correct procedures and in
some other tasks with the same operation they chose the incorrect ones. Thus, Young and Zientek (2011) concluded that student teachers in their study were not able to accurately judge their abilities to correctly perform the fraction operations.

Previous research have also reported on student teachers’ difficulties understanding the meanings behind fraction procedures and why the procedures work (e.g., Ma, 2010; Marchionda, 2006; Olanoff et al., 2014). Tirosh (2000) concludes that many student teachers in Israel are not capable of explaining the fraction division procedure even though they are able to use it. Similarly, the American final-year student teacher in Borko et al.’s study (1992) showed a weak understanding of both multiplication and division of fractions at the end of her teaching practice after completed a mathematics methods course; her knowledge of fraction division was based on a rote understanding of the invert-and-multiply algorithm and she lacked any knowledge of other representations such as visual representations of fractions she could use to demonstrate the division solution. Moreover, student teachers seem to lack flexibility in moving away from procedures and using fraction number sense, for example, when converting a fraction to a decimal (Muir & Livy, 2012; Olanoff et al., 2014). This may be one reason many student teachers have difficulties solving fraction story problems and creating their own fraction word problems (e.g., Ball, 1990; Tirosh, 2000; Toluk-Uçar, 2009).

Researchers in previous studies have also concluded that the relationship between student teachers’ conceptual and procedural knowledge of fraction operations is weak, and that their fraction knowledge reflects the misconceptions that children have when working with fractions (e.g., Lin et al., 2013; Van Steenbrugge et al., 2014; Young & Zientek, 2011). Similar to children, many student teachers make errors based on prior knowledge of whole numbers, and when misapplying algorithms, especially the multiplication algorithm, student teachers’ errors can also relate to their prior knowledge of fractions, e.g., to cross-multiplying which can be used when comparing fractions (Newton, 2008).

Student teachers are assumed to have a certain level of competence in using fractions when they are admitted to teacher education. However, Van Steenbrugge et al. (2014) concluded that one reason Flemish student teachers perform at a low level with fractions is the limited time spent on fractions in teacher education. Teacher education does not seem to have an impact on student teachers’ common content knowledge of fractions, which reveals a need to develop mathematics teaching in this area (Van Steenbrugge et al., 2014).
Even though the multiple challenges related to the teaching and learning of fractions are widely recognized in many international studies as shown in the examples above, there seem to be few recent studies focusing on student teachers’ fraction knowledge in the Nordic countries. One such study focuses on Icelandic student teachers’ mathematical content knowledge showing that they have considerable difficulty with fractions; their knowledge is procedural and relates to “standard algorithms” learned in elementary school (Jóhannsdóttir & Gíslandóttir, 2014). A study of Norwegian student teachers (Jakobsen et al., 2014) shows that they have difficulties when solving fraction word problems; the student teachers seem to lack familiarity with mathematical notions of fractions, and they have difficulties interpreting elementary students’ solutions and giving sense to fraction solutions different from their own. Furthermore, a study conducted in Finland indicates that a large number of those applying for teacher education have challenges in solving fraction algorithms (Häkkinen et al., 2011). As stated in many previous studies in the field, researchers in these Nordic studies as well highlight teacher educators’ responsibility in ensuring the quality of student teachers’ fraction knowledge and the need for further research in this area. The present study contributes to the field by taking the topic to Swedish teacher education and presenting an analysis of student teachers’ CCK of fractions in a Swedish context. This gives an opportunity to see some worldwide similarities and national challenges in student teachers’ fraction knowledge.

3 Theoretical framework

Over the last few decades, an increasing research interest has been given to subject matter knowledge as an important part of teaching (e.g., Shulman, 1986). In his original work, Shulman (1986) suggests three categories of teacher knowledge: (a) subject matter content knowledge, (b) pedagogical content knowledge, and (c) curricular knowledge. Subject matter knowledge includes not only the knowledge of the content of a subject area but also knowledge of substantive and syntactic structures. By these, Shulman refers to the varying ways the basic concepts, principles and facts of a discipline are organized and identifies the legitimate rules in that domain. Successful teaching requires also pedagogical content knowledge, what Shulman (1986) calls “the ways of representing and formulating the subject that make it comprehensible to others” (p. 9).
In mathematics, there has been a lack of agreement about definitions, language, and basic concepts within teaching-specific mathematical knowledge (Hoover et al., 2016). Ernest states that

the teacher’s knowledge of mathematics is a complex conceptual structure which is characterized by a number of factors, including its extent and depth; its structure and unifying concepts; knowledge of procedures and strategies; links with other subjects; knowledge about mathematics as a whole and its history. (Ernest, 1989, p. 16)

Many studies concerning student teachers’ knowledge base have focused on the differences between their conceptual and procedural knowledge (e.g., Lin et al., 2013; Marchionda, 2006). Conceptual knowledge is knowledge that is rich in relations (Hiebert & Lefevre, 1986). When it comes to fractions, it includes the understanding of the definition of fractions and other relevant number sets, fundamental facts about these numbers, and how the essential facts are related in the context of fraction tasks. Procedural knowledge about fractions concerns computational skills that are needed for solving fraction tasks and familiarity with the proper ways to denote fractions and their operations, for example, how to use appropriate rules and notations for the division of fractions (Hiebert & Lefevre, 1986). Maciejewski and Star (2016) conclude that flexible procedural knowledge is a key skill, which can be a way to improve students’ conceptual knowledge as well. However, as Newton (2008) states, “dichotomizing mathematical knowledge into procedures and concepts does not account for its complexity” (p. 1105).

Even though teacher knowledge base has been regarded as an essential part of effective teaching, scholars have argued whether and how it contributes to students’ learning. Thus, several studies have been conducted to examine the extent to which, for example, the mathematical knowledge for teaching framework (MKT) relates to learning (e.g., Charalambous et al., 2020). When analyzing the mathematical demands of teaching, Ball et al. (2008) identified the mathematical knowledge that is needed for teachers to effectively perform their work. They present the MKT framework based on Shulman’s (1986) knowledge categories by using domains of subject matter knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge, and suggest that many teaching tasks included in the subject matter knowledge domain require mathematical knowledge that is not dependent on the content in the pedagogical domain.
This study focuses on the common content knowledge (CCK) category of the subject matter knowledge domain. Ball et al. (2008) define CCK “as the mathematical knowledge known in common with others who know and use mathematics” (p. 403). This knowledge and skill are used in a wide variety of settings in day-to-day work, and is thus not unique to teaching. CCK can be regarded as a basic competence in mathematics since it includes, e.g., performing calculations correctly, carrying out mathematical procedures, recognizing wrong answers, and using definitions, terms and notations correctly as well as understanding fractions (Ball et al., 2008). CCK covers mathematical tasks and questions that can be answered by anyone with a general knowledge of mathematics.

A robust CCK is a requirement for specialized content knowledge (SCK), which contains mathematical knowledge and skills that are used in teaching settings and are typically not needed for purposes other than teaching. As Ma (2010) concludes, “in order to have a pedagogically powerful representation for a topic, a teacher should first have a comprehensive understanding of it” (p. 71). SCK includes abilities like explaining why common denominators are used when adding fractions and what is the procedure behind the invert-and-multiply algorithm in dividing fractions or determining whether a nonstandard approach would work in general to solve a given problem (Ball et al., 2008). In other words, this is knowledge of how to make mathematics understandable to students. However, in some cases it can be difficult to differ CCK from SCK. For example, detailed knowledge of different fraction representations such as symbolic and pictorial representations can be regarded as specialized knowledge, but it can also be common knowledge for others in their daily work (Ball et al., 2008).

Based on Ball et al.’s (2008) description of CCK, the present study investigates elementary student teachers’ CCK by analyzing their fraction solutions and their errors and difficulties with routine fraction tasks. The concept error is chosen for this study instead of, e.g., misconception or misunderstanding, and its definition for this study is presented later in this paper. The concept difficulty is also used since it was assumed that not all findings in the analyzed fraction solutions could be categorized as obvious errors. However, this paper does not intend to explain why specific errors appear. As Radatz (1979) states, “errors in the learning of mathematics are the result of very complex processes. A sharp separation of the possible causes of a given error is often quite difficult because there is such a close interaction among causes” (p. 164).
4 Methodology

4.1 Participants

The participants in this study were 59 university students in Swedish elementary school teacher programs, which are meant for to prepare teachers for the preschool class and grades 1-6 of compulsory school. Most of the participants were in the third academic year of their four-year programs, and they had already passed their first mathematics course in teacher education. One of the key aims of this mandatory course is to deepen student teachers’ mathematical knowledge and strengthen their computational skills. During the first mathematics course, fraction content that is studied before entering teacher education and included in the curriculum for the compulsory school, e.g., calculating with fractions by using all operations, simplifying, reducing and extending fractions, and converting fractions to decimal, percent and mixed number forms, is recalled and repeated with all student teachers. At the time of the present study, the participating student teachers were starting their second mathematics course, which had a focus on the didactics of mathematics.

4.2 Data collection

Data for this study were collected by using a printed questionnaire. The voluntary participants were given 90 minutes to answer it before the first lecture of their mathematics didactics course at the university campus. They were asked for some background information (part 4 in the questionnaire), to write about the concept of fraction (part 1), and to describe how they might teach a fraction addition task to elementary school students (part 2). This paper focuses on six routine fraction tasks that were included in the questionnaire as well (part 3, see Appendix A). The instruction for the tasks was presented as follows: ‘Calculating with fractions. Solve the following tasks as well as you can without using a calculator. Show all the steps you use.’ With the instruction ‘show all the steps’, the participants were indirectly guided to show their fraction knowledge using mathematical algorithms, which they had been repeating in the previous mathematics course in teacher education and which can be regarded as CCK for mathematics teachers. It was also possible to use other representations such as pictures or decimal forms since the instruction was written: ‘Solve the following tasks as well as you can’. Detailed knowledge of fractions and their correspondence to different representations is also knowledge that
mathematics teachers need in their daily work (Ball et al., 2008).

The six fraction tasks used in this study were based on similar tasks that can be found in Swedish mathematics books and support materials for grades 4-6 mathematics. All four operations, i.e. addition, subtraction, multiplication and division, were included in the tasks with different types of fraction content: (a) addition with common denominators, (b) addition with different denominators, (c) subtraction with different denominators, (d) subtraction with a whole number, (e) multiplication with different denominators, and (f) division by a whole number. The participating student teachers were already familiar with this kind of tasks, and the tasks were defined as routine tasks since the operations were written without any context (c.f. Newton, 2008).

4.3 Data analysis

In this study, elements from Radatz’s (1979) information-processing classification were used to categorize the errors in the participants’ solutions. Three error types were of interest in the analyzed routine tasks: errors that are due to (1) lacking knowledge of prerequisite skills, facts, and concepts, (2) incorrect associations or inflexibility in thinking, and (3) application of irrelevant rules or strategies. Radatz (1979) states that category (1) “includes all deficits in the content- and problem-specific knowledge necessary for the successful performance of a mathematical task” (pp. 165-166), and he continues by elaborating “Deficits in basic prerequisites include ignorance of algorithms, inadequate mastery of basic facts, incorrect procedures in applying mathematical techniques, and insufficient knowledge of necessary concepts and symbols” (p. 166). The error type (2) includes negative transfer from similar tasks even though the conditions for the tasks are different. In the last category, the errors are mainly based on successful experiences when applying comparable rules or strategies in other content areas. However, making a clear distinction between those error types mentioned above is often difficult because many of the causes interact during the learning process (Radatz, 1979).

When analyzing the participants’ solutions, the answers were first coded as correct or incorrect. As a correct answer, it was assumed in this study that the answer was converted to a mixed number when possible or that it was presented in the simplest fraction form. This decision was based on the instructions and examination of the previous mathematics course, which the participants had passed in their teacher education. In Sweden, simplifying and extending fractions are considered to be
prerequisite skills for the addition and subtraction of fractions (Löwing, 2016). Thus, giving the answers for fraction tasks in the simplest fraction form or as a mixed number is also encouraged in Swedish compulsory school mathematics books, and it is often expected that the answers are primary given as a fraction and not as a decimal or percent, which might be mathematically correct as well. However, providing an answer in these forms was not mentioned in the instruction since in another part of the questionnaire it was examined whether the participants were able to provide these fraction-related concepts themselves.

After the first round of coding, a qualitative analysis focusing on the solution methods was conducted. It was investigated whether there were solution methods used other than mathematical symbol representations and what kind of errors were included in the solutions. However, using other methods than mathematical algorithms was not classified as an error. Following Young and Zientek (2011), errors were defined as technical and procedural errors, where the latter consist of obvious errors in using fraction operations. This was in the cases where the participants were misusing the procedures, for example, adding across numerators and denominators in addition. This refers to Radatz’s (1979) first error type. Also, if their methods seemed inefficient or misleading when used in teaching settings, and if there seemed to be a lack of number sense or negative transfer from similar tasks in the solutions, the operations were classified as including errors in this study. For example, this was done in the cases where the participants were using unnecessary long solution methods or big common denominators, or they were using common denominators when unnecessary. This classification has a connection to Radatz’s error type (2) presented above.

Before deciding on the final error categories, the errors were coded several times to ensure the reliability of the coding. The rating of the errors was also discussed with an additional researcher and after that, the primary errors were coded by using symbols E1, E2, E3 etc. (see Appendix B). The errors were categorized altogether as seven error types. Three of them are related to fraction operations (procedural errors): errors in addition or in subtraction (E5), errors in multiplication (E6), and errors in division (E7). These categories include several subtypes of errors that were made by individual or multiple students.

Technical errors in this study are related to presenting the answer (E1), mathematical writing (E2), mathematical facts (E3), and leaving the task blank in the research questionnaire (E4). These errors include also solutions that can be regarded
as correct in contexts other than this study. For example, E1 category consists of five subcategories that describe the solutions, which were counted to be incorrect in the context of this study even though the answers may otherwise be mathematically correct, i.e. presenting the answer as decimal or not as a simplified fraction form. E2 includes partial computation and missing solution steps as well as illogical mathematical symbol writing, and E3 consists of minor errors in calculation. Despite mathematical writing errors in the procedures, the participants’ solutions have been counted as correct in the analysis if they produced a correct answer for the fraction task.

The findings of the study were analyzed in terms of the number or percentage of participants who successfully performed the fraction tasks by providing correct answers or those who made errors in their solutions. Otherwise, the main data analysis was based on a qualitative description of the student teachers’ solutions for the tasks. When analyzing the solutions, the anonymous participants were given number codes according to the order their questionnaires were analyzed. These number codes are used as references in the figures presented in the next section.

5 Results

The research question of the study ‘How is CCK reflected in student teachers’ fraction solutions and especially in their errors and difficulties with routine fraction tasks’ will be answered next. This section begins by describing the participants’ fraction solutions in general; their errors and difficulties with the different tasks will then be described in more detail.

5.1 On student teachers’ solutions for the routine fraction tasks

Table 1 shows the number of student teachers giving correct answers for the fraction tasks, using pictorial representations and making the most common technical errors E1, E2 and E4. As can be seen in Table 1, there is a wide difference between the student teachers when solving the routine fraction tasks. Two of the 59 participants gave correct answers to all six tasks, whereas on the other end of the spectrum, there were participants that gave only one or not any correct answer. The participants with all correct answers used mathematical symbol representations and wrote their solution steps in the algorithms in such a way that it was easy to follow the procedures they used. The participants with the least correct answers made errors with all operations,
and they had difficulties in simplifying the fractions and converting them to mixed numbers. Only one of these student teachers seemed to demonstrate knowledge in using the different algorithms and writing the mathematical steps; otherwise, the participants with the least correct answers did not seem to notice the errors they made with the operations.

Table 1. A summary of the participants’ solutions for the fraction tasks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of correct answers</th>
<th>Number of participants</th>
<th>Number of participants using pictures</th>
<th>Number of participants making errors in presenting the answer (E1)</th>
<th>Number of participants making mathematical writing errors (E2)</th>
<th>Number of participants leaving blank (E4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 (all correct)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In general, the participating student teachers did not show a robust CCK in presenting mathematical algorithms and solutions steps. Almost a half of the participants failed to follow the instruction to show all their solution steps at least with one of the tasks. This may indicate that they had difficulties in mathematical symbol writing or that they did not notice where or how to write more details in their solutions. This was most common in the case of division where only six participants presented a logical mathematical solution by using fractions. For example, the step showing how to do the change to common denominators is missing in the next solution even though the mathematical writing is done correctly and the right answer is found: $\frac{4}{5} + \frac{2}{3} = \frac{12}{15} + \frac{10}{15} = \frac{22}{15} = 1 \frac{7}{15}$. Furthermore, the participants using pictorial representations did not present any steps with their solutions. However, they provided more often the correct answers for the tasks than those who used mathematical algorithms incorrectly in their solutions.

Moreover, the participants’ CCK in using different representations in their fraction solutions seemed limited. Some participants used decimals but they made errors in giving correct answers; one of them used decimals for all the tasks without ending to any correct answer. Pictorial representations were used most often to solve the
division task. The multiplication task \( \frac{3}{4} \cdot \frac{2}{5} \) was not solved with pictures, which may indicate that the multiplication procedure is more challenging to present with pictures than the other fraction operations in the analyzed tasks. Also, it seemed that the participants used pictures for the tasks that were easier to visualize with pie charts; for example, not for the addition task with different denominators 5 and 3. Moreover, when the participants used two separate circles for subtraction, the circles (pie charts) in their solutions seemed to represent the fractions rather than the subtraction procedure (see Figure 1). In the case of addition, two circles can easier be used to illustrate the procedure as well (see Figure 2). To summarize, it seemed that the participating student teachers’ CCK knowledge for using pictorial fraction representations to demonstrate solution procedures was limited.

Many participants also made different kinds of obvious E3 errors in their solutions. These errors in mathematical facts did not seem to be directly related to fractions but were rather simple mistakes in calculation, like \( 12 + 10 = 24 \) and \( 3 \cdot 3 = 6 \). Some participants also made multiple error types in their solutions, e.g., they used illogical mathematical writing for a wrong solution method and made calculation mistakes as well (see Figure 3).

![Figure 1. A subtraction solution with pie charts (participant 16)](image)

![Figure 2. An addition procedure illustrated with pie charts (participant 22)](image)

![Figure 3. A solution with multiple errors (participant 41)](image)
The most common technical error types were E1, E2 and E4 (see Table 1). Most of the participants who had difficulties in mathematical writing (E2) did not use mathematical notations correctly throughout their solutions; many of them used the equal sign incorrectly presenting their solutions often as separate calculations and ignoring whether the equal sign was written between the solution steps or not. The thinking model behind these solutions can often be understood, but mathematically, this kind of partial writing results in illogical statements (see Figures 3 and 4).

\[
1 - \frac{2}{6} = \frac{6}{6} - \frac{2}{6} = \frac{4}{6} = \frac{2}{3}
\]

Figure 4. A solution with illogical writing (participant 27)

Several participants also used the division sign incorrectly and, in particular, they seemed to have difficulties in making a distinction between dividing and simplifying the fractions with their notations (see Figure 5).

\[
\frac{3}{4} \div \frac{2}{5} = \frac{6}{20} \div \frac{3}{10} \quad \text{and} \quad \frac{3}{4} \div \frac{2}{5} = \frac{6}{20} \div \frac{2}{10}
\]

Figure 5. Examples of errors in using the division sign (participants 47 and 48)

It seems that the participants who provided the solutions above were using division while meaning to simplify the fraction \(\frac{6}{20}\), which should have led to an answer that was different from the one they provided. However, some participants were able to use the mathematical notations correctly, writing, for example: \(\frac{3}{4} \cdot \frac{2}{5} = \frac{6}{20} \div \frac{2}{10} = \frac{3}{10}\).

More than half of the participating student teachers made errors concerning the proper form for the answer (E1), and their uncertainty and illogical use of different fraction forms could be found in many solutions: in some tasks they provided the answer as a simplified fraction or a mixed number while in other similar cases, they did not. If neglecting these technical E1 errors, the total number for correct answers in the tasks would have been greater; still, it would not have led to all answers correct in any of these routine fraction tasks, and only seven participants would have correctly solved all tasks.
Several participants also left at least one of the tasks blank. This leaving blank error (E4) was made in all types of the fraction tasks except addition with common denominators, and it was most common for multiplication and division, which were both left blank by 10 students. Leaving blank may indicate uncertainty in using the procedures when the participants did not remember the correct algorithms.

5.2 Student teachers’ errors and difficulties with the routine fraction tasks

The number of participants giving correct answers and making different error types E1-E7 in the analyzed six fraction tasks are summarized in Appendix B. An analysis of their errors and difficulties with the fraction tasks is presented below in the same order as the tasks existed in the questionnaire.

**Addition with common denominators:** \( \frac{2}{3} + \frac{2}{3} \). Altogether, 42 participants (71%) gave the correct mixed number answer for this task. Five of them showed detailed steps in their solutions, writing, for example, \( \frac{2}{3} + \frac{2}{3} = \frac{2+2}{3} = \frac{4}{3} = 1\frac{1}{3} \). Some participants may have perceived this task so simple that there was no need to show detailed solution steps, and four participants used a pictorial representation (circles or rectangles) as a method to find the correct answer.

Most errors here were technical E1 errors. Six participants gave the answer as an improper fraction \( \frac{4}{3} \) instead of converting it to a mixed number, and one participant gave the answer as a decimal, i.e. 1.33. Four student teachers seemed uncertain and wrote their mixed number answers within parentheses or as an unfinished answer in two parts \( 1 + \frac{1}{3} \) or they gave even two alternative answers, \( \frac{4}{3} \) or \( 1 + \frac{1}{3} \). Moreover, nine participants made a procedural E5 error by adding across the numerators and denominators. After adding incorrectly, three of them also simplified the fraction \( \frac{4}{6} \) to \( \frac{2}{3} \) without noticing that this was not a reasonable answer when adding \( \frac{2}{3} + \frac{2}{3} \).

**Addition with different denominators:** \( \frac{4}{5} + \frac{2}{3} \). Compared with the first addition task, a smaller amount of participants, 37 of 59 (62%), performed correctly this task. Those who had difficulties in the previous task made similar E1 errors in presenting the answer here as well. One participant converted his/her improper fraction solution again to a decimal number (1.466). However, all these participants as well as those with the answer in the correct mixed number form, showed their mathematical solution steps: they found the common denominator for the given fractions and used a proper solution method. Some participants made minor
computational errors (E3), and two student teachers left this task blank (E4). Interestingly, the other of them solved correctly the previous task (addition with same denominators) and the next one (subtraction with different denominators). Thus, it seemed that he/she was uncertain about the role and use of denominators in these fraction tasks.

Technical error E2 was the most common error type here since several participants used incorrect mathematical notations, and had partial computations or missing solution steps. However, there were even more procedural E5 subtype errors in the addition operation. Ten participants used a total of seven different faulty methods for the addition operation, which led to as many different incorrect answers. Three of these student teachers found the common denominator 15, but they multiplied only the denominators, adding the fractions as follows: $\frac{4}{15} + \frac{2}{15} = \frac{6}{15}$. One participant used an unnecessarily large common denominator, 30, instead of 15. Even though mathematically correct, this method seemed inefficient and it can also be interpreted as a lack of number sense. Two participants added across numerators and denominators; the other of them did this even though he/she did not add the like denominators in the first addition task. Four participants used varying multiplicative methods, for example, they cross-multiplied or multiplied across the numerators and denominators. One student teacher cross-added twice and ended up with the solution presented in Figure 6. In the solution, the participant added across the common denominators, which he/she did with the previous addition task as well.

![Figure 6. An incorrect solution for addition (participant 40)](image)

One participant seemed to demonstrate uncertainty when presenting two alternative solutions. The other solution procedure and the resulting answer $\frac{7}{15}$ were correct, but he/she had marked the following method as the correct one: $\frac{4}{5} + \frac{2}{3} = \frac{4+3}{5+3} + \frac{2+5}{3+5} = \frac{7}{8} + \frac{7}{8} = \frac{14}{8} = 1 \frac{6}{8}$. In general, the participants who made errors with their addition solutions did not seem to notice that their answers were unreasonable. For example, when adding $\frac{4}{5} + \frac{2}{3}$, it is not possible to get $\frac{1}{5}$ as an answer because it is smaller than $\frac{4}{5}$. The number of different incorrect solution methods in this task may indicate that
when the participants did not remember or understand the operation procedure they seemed to guess an algorithm to use for the solution.

**Subtraction with different denominators:** \( \frac{3}{4} - \frac{1}{2} \). This task was correctly performed by 47 participants (80%); four of them used pie charts to present their solutions while the others showed their solutions with some mathematical steps. One participant converted the fractions first to percent and then after calculating the answer it was converted to the correct fraction form, which was an example of using different representation forms to find the solution. Moreover, two participants used decimals, and one of them arrived at a right decimal form answer. Three participants left this task blank.

Several participants made technical E2 writing errors also with this task. Procedural E5 errors were made as well, and the most common of them was the use of unnecessarily large common denominators: seventeen participants multiplied both fractions in order to get 8 as the common denominator. This may indicate a lack of number sense related to whole numbers or a poor understanding of the subtraction operation since it was not necessary to multiply both fractions since the denominators were 4 and 2. Moreover, one participant found the common denominator 8 but kept multiplying the numerators following the same logic as he/she did in the latter addition task as well. Two student teachers who added across in addition used a similar method here as well. Thus, they subtracted across the numerators and denominators and wrote the problem out as: \( \frac{3}{4} - \frac{1}{2} = \frac{2}{2} = 1 \). Here, again, it can be seen that the participants did not seem to notice that it was impossible to give 1 as a reasonable answer.

**Subtraction with a whole number:** \( 1 - \frac{2}{6} \). Unlike the first subtraction task, only 27 participants (less than 50%) gave the correct answer for this task. However, the most common error (E1) occurred when 29 participants left their answer as \( \frac{4}{6} \) without simplifying it. Thus, most of the participants were able to work through the subtraction procedure, but they did not present the answer in such a form, which was defined as correct in this study. One student teacher simplified the fraction first from \( \frac{2}{6} \) to \( \frac{1}{3} \), but after subtracting \( 1 - \frac{1}{3} \), he/she gave the answer in decimal form (0.666). Two participants used colored circles, and one of them arrived at the correct answer. One participant left the task blank.

Mathematical writing errors E2 were also common with this task; ten participants used mathematical symbol writing incorrectly, and some had missing steps in their solutions. Moreover, three participants used a procedurally correct but an
unnecessarily long solution method (E5): \[ 1 - \frac{2}{6} = 1 - \frac{2}{6} = \frac{1 \cdot 6 - 2 \cdot 1}{6 \cdot 1} = \frac{6 - 2}{6} = \frac{4}{6} = \frac{2}{3}. \]

After converting the whole number 1 to a fraction form, they multiplied both fractions to get 6 as a common denominator, even though there was no need to multiply the latter fraction by 1. This seemed inefficient, and the participants seemed to do this routinely without thinking about the meaning of multiplying by 1.

**Multiplication with different denominators:** \(\frac{3}{4} \cdot \frac{2}{5}\). Only 22 student teachers (37%) gave the correct answer by showing some mathematical steps in this task. Three participants used decimals, but they arrived at three different incorrect answers. Ten students left this task blank, which may indicate that they were more uncertain with multiplication than with the operations in the previous tasks.

The difficulty with the multiplication operation was seen also with the number of participants making procedural E6 errors. Eleven participants cross-multiplied the numerators and denominators, which they did in two different ways:

\[ \frac{3}{4} \cdot \frac{2}{5} = \frac{3 \cdot 2}{4 \cdot 5} = \frac{6}{20} = \frac{3}{10} \quad \text{or} \quad \frac{3}{4} \cdot \frac{2}{5} = \frac{3 \cdot 2}{4 \cdot 5} = \frac{6}{20} = \frac{3}{10}. \]

Interestingly, one participant used a correct multiplication algorithm first but then crossed it out and used the latter of the faulty methods presented in previous the example.

Another E6 error in the multiplication operation was the use of common denominators, even though this was unnecessary. Altogether, seven participants multiplied both fractions to get 20 as the common denominator. One of them gave \(\frac{120}{400}\) as an answer; the others kept 20 as the denominator after multiplying the numerators and arrived at a procedure as follows:

\[ \frac{3}{4} \cdot \frac{2}{5} = \frac{3 \cdot 2}{4 \cdot 5} = \frac{6}{20} = \frac{3}{10} = \frac{60}{10} = 6. \]

Again, the participants seemed to be uncertain about the role and use of denominators, and they did not notice that a whole number solution was an impossible answer for this task.

Interestingly, none of the participants who correctly solved the multiplication \(\frac{3}{4} \cdot \frac{2}{5}\) used the option of simplifying the numbers 2 and 4 before multiplying across the numerators and denominators. This can be interpreted as a rote understanding of the algorithm or a limited number sense when seeing multiple numbers.

**Division by a whole number:** \(\frac{3}{4} / 3\). Similar to the results in multiplication, 22 participants gave the correct answer for the division task. Six of them used the mathematical invert-and-multiply procedure and showed the steps that led to the correct solution. Two participants first converted the divisor 3 to fraction form and then wrote the correct answer. However, it was not possible to find out whether they followed the correct division procedure or whether they just divided across since they wrote as follows:

\[ \frac{3}{4} / 3 = \frac{3}{4} / \frac{3}{1} = \frac{1}{4}. \]

Moreover, five participants used decimals in their
solutions; two of them arrived at the correct answer in fraction form and one gave a right answer as decimals. Like in the previous tasks, the participants using pictures were more successful in finding the correct answer than those who used mathematical symbol representations but made errors in them. However, it was difficult to find out the mathematical thinking model behind the correct answer in these pictorial representations as well. For example, it is unclear whether the answer in Figure 7 refers to one of the colored parts in the rectangle or to the remaining white part.

\[
\frac{3}{4} / 3 = \frac{1}{4}
\]

Figure 7. A pictorial solution for the division task (participant 11)

In general, solving the fraction division task by showing their solution steps seemed challenging for the student teachers. A total of eighteen participants made mathematical writing errors (E2), and similar to the multiplication task, ten participants left the division task blank; four of them did this in the case of multiplication as well. In addition to these technical errors, even six different error subtypes that were made altogether by twenty participants were found for the division operation. The most common of these procedural E7 errors occurred when the whole number divisor 3 was converted to fraction form. Some participants seemed to prefer having the same denominators for both the dividend and divisor even though it was unnecessary, and thus, eight of them converted the divisor to \(\frac{12}{4}\) and one incorrectly to \(\frac{4}{4}\); four participants also changed the divisor 3 to the form \(\frac{3}{3}\). Interestingly, only two of those who used the form \(\frac{12}{4}\) went further in their solutions but they arrived at the different incorrect answers presented in Figure 8.

\[
\frac{3}{4} / 3 = \frac{3}{4} / \frac{12}{4} = \frac{4}{1} = \frac{1}{1} \\
\frac{3}{4} / 3 = \frac{3}{4} / \frac{12}{4} = \frac{3}{4} \cdot \frac{4}{12} = \frac{12}{4} = 3
\]

Figure 8. Incorrect solutions for division (participants 15 and 49)

As can be seen in the examples above, the participants made multiple errors in their solutions; in the example on the left, the student teacher has obviously divided
the numerator 3 by 12 and kept the denominators to get \( \frac{4}{4} \), whereas the other student teacher seems to use the invert-and-multiply procedure, but then incorrectly divides 48 by 12. Other procedural errors for the division operation were (a) dividing the numerator or both the numerator and denominator by the whole number divisor, (b) first multiplying the numerator and denominator by the divisor and then dividing the new fraction by it, (c) dividing across by a fraction form divisor, and (d) cross-multiplying by the inverted divisor. Similar to addition with different denominators, the number of different incorrect solution methods in the division task seems to indicate that the participants are guessing the solution methods when they do not remember or understand the correct algorithm; some participants even wrote on the research questionnaire that they did not remember how to divide fractions.

In this section, the participating student teachers’ solutions for fraction tasks were described in general and in terms of their errors and difficulties with the six routine fractions tasks. The analysis revealed several limitations in their CCK on fractions and also some other limitations in their basic knowledge of mathematics; these findings were not directly connected to their knowledge of fractions. In the next section, the most important results of this study will be summarized and discussed.

6 Discussion and conclusions

In this study, student teachers’ CCK on fractions was investigated by analyzing their fraction solutions and their errors and difficulties with routine fraction tasks. Many of the findings concerning their procedural errors in fraction operations are in line with findings in previous studies (e.g., Newton, 2008; Van Steenbrugge et al., 2014; Young & Zientek, 2011). In other words, the participants in this study had difficulties with all fraction operations and especially with division and multiplication. Many of them seemed to have a rule-based and rote understanding of the algorithms, and they used several incorrect methods for their solutions. Moreover, they seemed to lack knowledge of using other representations when not being able to use a correct algorithm. It was also seen in this study that student teachers have difficulties in using fraction number sense.

Different problems concerning the teaching and learning of fractions have been reported for decades, and the need to develop student teachers’ knowledge of fractions has also been reported earlier (e.g., Van Steenbrugge et al., 2014). This study is
consistent with the previous findings about student teachers’ limited CCK of fractions. In addition, the study reveals some other limitations in their mathematical CCK.

In general, it was surprising that so many of the participating student teachers made several types of errors and that there was so wide difference between the participants when solving the fraction tasks. The participants were expected to be familiar with the routine tasks and the fraction content included in the tasks, since they had recalled and repeated this content in their previous mathematics course in teacher education. The uncertainty that many participants demonstrated in their CCK was seen in the number of tasks left blank and, for example, in their lack of using different fraction forms coherently throughout the solutions. Moreover, showing how to solve a routine task step-by-step seemed to be challenging for most of the student teachers; the more steps needed to find a solution, the more difficult it became to write out the procedures and the more errors the participants made. Like student teachers in Jakobsen et al.’s study (2014), many participants used in their solutions incorrect mathematical notations and moreover, they used separate solution steps that formed illogical statements without constructing a logical solution procedure.

The participants in this study also demonstrated limitations in their basic knowledge concerning mathematical symbol writing and the use of different representation forms. This is an important finding since these errors did not seem to be directly connected to fractions but rather they seemed to be general limitations in student teachers’ CCK, which may have an effect when student teachers work with fraction as well. For example, some of the student teachers were misusing the equal sign, and they made errors in differentiating the symbols to simplify a fraction and to divide it. Making this kind of errors in their mathematics teaching might be confusing for elementary school students. Unlike Newton’s study (2008), where none of the 85 participants used pictures to solve routine fraction tasks, seven participants in the present study used pictures to find the correct answers. However, it seemed that pictorial representations were used with tasks where the participants were uncertain about the correct algorithm, and many of the pictures that they presented could be seen as they mental images of the fractions and not as representations of the solution procedures needed for the tasks. As Moss et al. (1999) have stated, especially the use of pie charts may be misleading in elementary mathematics teaching. Thus, it seems that the becoming teachers need to learn how to better use pictorial representations to visualize abstract mathematical procedures. Moreover, a robust knowledge of correct mathematical algorithms is needed as well since pictorial illustrations with
simple fractions such as \( \frac{3}{4} \) and \( \frac{1}{2} \) work well, but the use of pictures becomes complicated for fractions like \( \frac{13}{41} \) and \( \frac{11}{21} \). Some participants in this study used also decimals throughout the fraction tasks but they did not seem to notice the errors that occurred in their solutions when they converted improper fractions to decimals (c.f. Muir & Livy, 2012).

Moreover, many student teachers in this study did not notice their incorrect statements and unreasonable answers even in the simplest cases. However, determining equivalence and judging the reasonability of answers are essential parts of fraction number sense (Lamon, 2020) and CCK for mathematics teachers in their daily work (Ball et al., 2008). This finding like the previous one concerning mathematical symbol writing and using different representation forms may not be connected to fraction tasks only and should therefore be researched further.

Further, an interesting finding was that the participating student teachers seemed to guess at which algorithm to use when they did not remember or understand the correct solution method. Often, they seemed to remember some separate steps of the algorithms instead of understanding the procedures as a whole. Also, as Newton (2008) states, it seems that even though student teachers remember many procedures, they use them in inappropriate ways with fractions. For a mathematics teacher, a robust CCK goes beyond rote learning and memorization of algorithms since “teaching requires knowledge beyond that being taught to students” (Ball et al., 2008, p. 400).

Although student teachers do not need to hold a level of expertise equivalent to that of an experienced elementary mathematics teachers, they should not be regarded as novices in their mathematical CCK. However, student teachers may enter their studies in teacher education with different prior mathematical knowledge and with different kinds of experiences in mathematics teaching and learning. As seen in this study and in previous research (e.g. Newton, 2008), not all student teachers are competent in their basic knowledge of fractions, and the limitations found in their CCK may not predict success in teaching of fractions in their future profession as elementary mathematics teachers (Van Steenbrugge et al., 2014). Thus, teacher educators need to pay attention to student teachers’ individual differences and to be aware of their different error patterns (Young & Zientek, 2011). Especially, the results in this study reveal that student teachers need a deep knowledge of fractions and mathematical symbol writing and the meaning of the procedures as well; it is not enough to be able to produce correct answers for mathematical tasks. To enhance this
knowledge and student teachers’ ability to interpret others’ mathematical solutions as well student teachers should be given fraction tasks to be solved in different ways like Jakobsen et al. (2014) and Maciejewski and Star (2016) conclude in their studies.

The present study, conducted in the Swedish context, confirms the results from other countries during recent decades. Thus, it can be stated that there is still much to do when developing student teachers’ CCK on fractions and other mathematical content as well. Since the present study concerned only a group of student teachers in one Swedish university, a limitation of the study is the inability to generalize the results beyond this population. However, some errors did occur across the participants, and this may rise questions about general difficulties in student teachers’ CCK. For example, student teachers’ use of mathematical symbol writing and mathematical representations for topics other than fractions could be addressed in further research. Moreover, maybe the biggest challenge in teacher education is how to address student teachers’ individual differences and their various difficulties in mathematics.
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